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Abstract—This work is concerned with generating intelligible 

audio speech from a video of a person talking. Regression and 
classification methods are proposed first to estimate static spectral 

envelope features from active appearance model (AAM) visual 
features. Two further methods are then developed to incorporate 
temporal information into the prediction - a feature-level method 

using multiple frames and a model-level method based on 
recurrent neural networks. Speech excitation information is not 
available from the visual signal, so methods to artificially generate 

aperiodicity and fundamental frequency are developed. These are 
combined within the STRAIGHT vocoder to produce a speech 
signal. The various systems are optimised through objective tests 

before applying subjective intelligibility tests that determine a 
word accuracy of 85% from a set of human listeners on the 
GRID audio-visual speech database. This compares favourably 

with a previous regression-based system that serves as a baseline 
which achieved a word accuracy of   33%. 

Index Terms—Audio-visual, speech reconstruction, DNN, RNN, 
STRAIGHT 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE aim of this work is to reconstruct an intelligible audio 

speech signal given only visual speech information taken 

from a speaker’s mouth. Applications for such a system fall 

into the domain of silent speech interfaces which transform 

information from non-acoustic sensors into an audio signal and 

include electromagnetic articulography (EMA), ultrasound and 

electromyography (EMG) [1], [2], [3]. Silent speech interfaces 

have uses in a range of areas such as providing an artificial 

voice for patients who have undergone a laryngectomy [4]. 

Other areas include surveillance, where a video signal of a 

speaker is available but no audio is present, due possibly to 

the distance to the target or that no audio recording device is 

present. Conversely, providing privacy for cellular telephone 

users with silent speech input is a further application. To 

support real-time conversations, silent speech interfaces should 

operate sufficiently fast such that the “mouth-to-ear” delay   is 

no more than 150ms  [5]. 

The approach taken in this work is to exploit the correlation 

that exists between visual and audio speech [6], [7]. Several 

areas of speech processing have utilised this correlation by 

introducing a visual modality to provide complementary and 

robust features that are largely unaffected by audio noise. 

Some visual Lombard effects have been reported and can affect 

correlation [8]. Speech recognition systems have benefited 

from including visual features in low signal-to-noise ratios 

where reductions in word error rate have been reported [9], 
 

 

[10], [11]. Automatic machine lipreading systems rely com- 

pletely on the information that can be extracted from the visual 

stream but have lower recognition accuracies in comparison   

to audio speech recognition [12], [13], [14]. In speech en- 

hancement, visual speech information has provided spectral 

representations from which Wiener filters can be derived [15]. 

Additionally, speaker separation applications have reported 

benefits when extracting visual information from the speakers 

within the mixture [16]. Previous work on converting visual 

speech into audio has been limited, with our own earlier 

regression-based method as one example [17]. Transforming 

audio features to visual features for animation has also been 

studied, e.g. [18], which aims to produce realistic facial 

movement. 

The proposed approach to reconstructing audio speech from 

visual speech is based on obtaining the parameters necessary  

to drive a model of speech production. Such a model requires 

acoustic features comprising vocal tract (spectral envelope) 

and excitation  parameters,  such  as  fundamental  frequency, 

a measure of aperiodicity and a non-speech/unvoiced/voiced 

decision. In conventional speech coding applications these 

features are extracted from the  audio  signal,  however,  in  

this work only a visual speech representation is available. 

Intuitively, and from correlation analysis, it is apparent that 

certain acoustic features will not be available from the visual 

stream, such as excitation, while some level of spectral enve- 

lope information is present. Our previous work used Gaussian 

mixture models and deep neural networks within a regression 

framework to estimate spectral envelope features from visual 

features [17]. In this work we propose a second method for 

estimating audio features from visual features that uses a 

classification framework, whereby visual vectors are used to 

predict codebook entries that correspond to audio vectors. This 

approach is inspired by several speech processing systems that 

use codebooks to constrain estimates to be within a subset of 

all possible values. For example, inventory-style enhancement 

maps input noisy mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) 

vectors to clean MFCC vectors via a joint codebook trained on 

clean and noisy speech [19]. Codebooks have also been used 

to provide maximum-likelihood estimates of speech and noise 

linear predictor parameters by searching for the combination of 

codebook entries that maximise the likelihood [20]. Further- 

more, in this work we now place much greater importance     

on the dynamic nature of speech by considering long-range 

temporal information. Including temporal information for the 

regression and classification approaches is explored at the 

feature-level, by grouping contiguous frames of windowed 

speech, and at the model-level, using recurrent neural networks 

to model the relationship between sequences of input visual 



 

 
 

and output audio features. Due to the limitations on audio 

speech information available from visual features, our goal is 

speech intelligibility rather than speech  quality. 

An alternative approach to create audio from video is to 

employ a visual-only speech recogniser (VSR) to extract a 

model sequence (e.g words) which is input into an audio text-

to-speech (TTS) system [21]. Assuming the TTS is fully 

intelligible then the resulting word accuracy of the system 

would be dependent on the accuracy of the visual speech 

recogniser. Many silent speech interfaces adopt a similar 

approach and extract features from input sensors (e.g. EMA 

and EMG) which are then used to train a non-acoustic speech 

recogniser. In operation, data collected from the sensors is 

decoded by the speech recogniser into a word sequence which 

is input into a TTS system [2], [3]. Compared to the direct 

mapping from visual to audio proposed in this work, such a 

VSR/TTS approach would require a transcribed set of audio- 

visual data to train the visual speech recogniser and the audio 

TTS system. Conversely, in the proposed approach no such 

transcription is required as training is unsupervised. Addition- 

ally, and importantly for real-time operation, the VSR/TTS 

approach would likely have longer delay than the proposed 

direct approach. Even assuming that no language modelling is 

employed in the VSR, at least the end of each word spoken 

would need to be reached in the VSR decoding before the 

word could be synthesised. This would result in mouth-to-ear 

delays in excess of 150 ms which is considered to be an upper 

bound for conversational speech [5]. In addition, the audio may 

also suffer from jitter that is dependent on the variation of 

word lengths. As the proposed system outputs audio directly, 

the delay will be lower and dependent upon the duration and 

latency of input visual  features 

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec- 

tion II gives an overview of the speech reconstruction model, 

and the audio and visual speech features. Section III reviews 

the regression approach and describes the proposed classi- 

fication method of spectral envelope estimation. Section IV 

then describes the feature-level and model-level approaches for 

including temporal information. Methods to generate aperiod- 

icity and fundamental frequency are discussed in Section V. 

Objective and subjective experiments to measure intelligibility 

are presented in Section  VI. 

II. SPEECH RECONSTRUCTION MODEL AND  FEATURES 

Speech production models typically require excitation and 

vocal tract (spectral envelope) features as input. The primary 

difficulty when attempting to reconstruct audio speech from 

visual speech is that the visual articulators provide information 

from only part of the vocal tract. In comparison, the audio 

speech signal is realised from the state of all  the  vocal  

organs [22]. Considering the features required by a speech 

production model, along with information that can be derived 

from visual featues, the following observations are   made: 

• fundamental frequency cannot be obtained as the vibra- 

tion of the vocal folds cannot be   seen; 

• similarly, it is likely to be difficult to estimate a reliable 

voicing decision, especially when compounded with vi- 

sual confusions of voiced and unvoiced phonemes   [22]; 

 

• thus, the only parameter that could be estimated, albeit 

partially, relates to the vocal tract, or spectral   envelope. 

 
A. Speech model 

Many speech production models have been proposed for 

coding and synthesis and include vocoders and harmonic 

models [23], [24]. Given its success in hidden Markov model 

(HMM) speech synthesis [21], and its ability to produce 

highly intelligible speech, this work uses the STRAIGHT 

vocoder [25]. This requires three acoustic  features: 

• a time-frequency spectral-envelope surface, X (f, i); 

• a fundamental frequency contour, f0i ; 

• a time-frequency measure of aperiodicity, A (f, i); 

where f and i represent the frequency bin and frame index 

respectively. As discussed previously, it is assumed that reli- 

able excitation information cannot be estimated from the visual 

speech. Therefore, artificial values of fundamental frequency 

and aperiodicity are introduced to provide these missing pa- 

rameters and are discussed in Section V. The audio features to 

represent vocal tract information and the visual features used 

to represent visual articulatory information are now discussed. 

 
B. Audio features 

Numerous features have been proposed to represent audio 

speech and include linear predictive coding (LPC) coefficients, 

MFCCs, perceptual linear prediction (PLP) coefficients and 

filterbank energies [26], [27]. Our previous work on visual to 

audio mapping [17] established that mel-filterbank energies are 

an effective audio feature to represent spectral envelope both 

for input to STRAIGHT and in mapping from visual features. 

Specifically, audio feature vectors, ai, are represented as mel-

spaced log filterbank amplitudes which are extracted from the 

spectral envelope time-frequency surface produced by 

STRAIGHT analysis at rate of 100Hz. Preliminary investiga- 

tions examined the effect of the number of filterbank channels 

and established that a dimensionality of DA = 22 gave highest 

intelligibility. A sampling frequency of 8 kHz was used as our 

aim is to produce intelligible speech rather than high quality 

speech  and  observations  found  that  audio-visual correlation 

deteriorates as frequency increases  [28]. 

To obtain a spectral envelope surface from mel-filterbank 

features (such as may be estimated from visual features) that 

can be input into STRAIGHT, the following method is   used 

X(f, i) = interp (ai, fMEL) (1) 

where the interp function produces data points in the range 

0-4 kHz given an input audio vector, ai, and set of mel-spaced 

frequencies, fMEL. Compensation is applied to equalise high- 

frequency spectral tilt that is introduced from the non-uniform 

bandwidths of the mel-spaced filterbank channels  [29]. 

 
C. Visual features 

Numerous features also exist for representing visual speech 

and include image-based and model-based methods. Image- 

based features, such as the  two-dimensional  discrete  co-  

sine transform [30] (2D-DCT) and sieve decomposition   [31], 



 

 
 

transform pixel intensities within an area located around the 

mouth to represent the appearance. Model-based features, such 

as the active shape model [32], use pre-trained statistical 

models to fit shape contours to the lips. Active appearance 

model [33] (AAM) based features have been particularly 

successful, outperforming other visual features in audio-visual 

speech recognition and lip reading tasks [34], and combine 

shape and appearance information. Consequently, in this work 

we  extract  DV    =  13  dimensional  AAM  features  from the 

 

where the function L outputs (performing a simple lookup) the 

audio vector given the class label and codebook. This leads to a 

two-stage training requirement, to first create the VQ codebook 

and secondly the classification  model. 

1) VQ codebook training: The VQ codebook training uses 

only audio vectors. From a training set of N audio vectors, 

XA  = {a1, . . . , aN }, the aim of the vector quantisation stage 
is to produce a codebook, C, of cluster centres with size K 
where |C| = K and K        

.
XA

.
. The set of cluster centres, 

. . 
mouth region, as located by a mouth tracker from the video 

signal [35], to give visual feature vectors, vi. These are 

upsampled, using cubic interpolation, to match the frame rate 

of the audio vectors. Finally, both audio and visual features  

are z-score normalised. 

 

III. STATIC SPECTRAL ENVELOPE  ESTIMATION 

This section describes two methods for estimating static fil- 

terbank vectors from visual speech. The first uses a regression 

C  =  {c1, . . . , cK }, is found using the mini-batch   k-means 
algorithm  instead  of  the  classic  LBG  algorithm  as  this   is 

reported to converge more quickly to a comparable solution, 

given a large number of training samples   [38]. 

Given the trained codebook, C, each audio feature    vector, 

ai, in the training data, XA, is assigned a class label, ci, by 
finding which cluster centre c ∈ C  minimises the   Euclidean 

distance and is obtained  using 

2 

approach [17]. The second uses a clustering and classification 

framework which first vector quantises a training set of  audio 

ci = argmin "cj − ai" 
j 

. (5) 

vectors to create a codebook. A classification model then uses 

an input visual vector, vi, to predict a cluster label from the 

audio codebook which forms the audio filterbank estimate, âi. 

 
A. Regression method 

Our previous work formulated estimation of audio vectors 

from visual vectors as one of regression [17], described   by 

 

âi  = g(vi) (2) 

where g is a fully-connected DNN architecture that is used to 

perform the mapping from input visual vector, vi, to output 

audio vector, ai. The network is trained using the backpropa- 

gation of errors algorithm in conjunction with stochastic gradi- 

ent descent, and training is concluded once the validation error 

no longer decreases [36]. To find an optimal (or close to) set  

of hyperparameters a random search was performed over the 

number of hidden layers, the number of units within the layers, 

the learning rate and the dropout probability applied to hidden 

layers [37]. The model found to perform best consisted of three 

hidden layers each with 1024 units and uses the rectified linear 

unit (ReLU) activation function. For regularisation, dropout is 

applied after each hidden layer with probability p = 0.5. The 

final output layer uses linear activations and the network is 

trained with a learning rate of   0.0001. 

 
B. Classification method 

The second method reformulates estimation as one of clas- 

sification where a model estimates a class label, ĉi, from the 

input visual feature,  as 

 

ĉi  = o(vi) (3) 

where o is the classification model. Given the class label and  

a vector quantisation (VQ) codebook, C, the estimated   audio 

Having quantised each audio vector in XA, a corresponding 
set of labels is created for each vector, {c1, . . . , cN }. 

2) Classification model training: The classification model, 

o, in (3) is implemented using a DNN and is similar to that 

used for regression, described in Section III-A, except that the 

model now maps from input visual vector, vi, to the estimated 

codebook class label, ĉi, created during VQ training in (5). To 

obtain the output codebook class from the model, the softmax 

function is applied to the output of the final layer to give         

a set of class probabilities where the highest is selected. The 

same architecture, set of hyperparameters and training method 

as used for the regression model was found to give good 

performance for classification. 

 
IV. INCLUSION OF TEMPORAL INFORMATION 

The previous section considered static audio vector estima- 

tion with no consideration of temporal information. It is well 

known that context is important in speech processing due to 

phenomena such as co-articulation and the inherent temporal 

structure [39]. This section extends estimation by proposing 

feature-level and model-level methods of incorporating tem- 

poral information into the estimation  framework. 

 
A. Feature-level temporal information 

Instead of using single audio and visual vectors at each time 

instance, these are now grouped into audio and visual matrices, 

Ai and Vi, that comprise SA audio vectors and SV visual 

vectors, respectively. The matrices contain an odd number of 

vectors, centred on the middle vector and defined   as 

 
Ai = [ai−wA ; . . . ; ai; . . . ; ai+wA ] (6) 

 
Vi = [vi−wV ; . . . ; vi; . . . ; vi+wV ] (7) 

A V 

vector, âi  is output as where wA  =  S   −1   and wV  =  S   −1   and the semi-colon op- 
2 2 

âi  = L(ĉi|C) (4) 
erator indicates concatenation of vectors. Larger matrix widths 

include greater levels of temporal information. When   applied 



 

 
 

to the regression method of Section III-A, the DNN maps input 

visual matrices, Vi, to audio matrices, Ai. When combined 

with the classification approach of Section III-B, the mini- 

batch k-means algorithm is applied to audio feature matrices  

to produce a codebook where each entry now represents a 

sequence of SA static vectors. The DNN architectures and 

training are similar to that used for static input except now 

the input layer contains DV  × SV   units. 
With the static-only method of visual to audio estimation 

each visual vector produced a corresponding audio vector. 

Now,  with  the  output  being  a  matrix  of  feature  vectors,  Â 
i, 

several different methods of converting these to a sequence of 

audio feature vectors exist. Specifically, three approaches are 

considered and illustrated in Figure 1: 

1) Shift-by-1: the visual window is shifted by one vector at 

each time instance and the middle vector in the estimated 

audio feature matrix, Â 
i, is selected as the output. 

2) Overlap-and-add: the visual window is shifted by one 

vector at each time instance and an audio matrix is 

output,  Â 
i.  These  are  then  time-aligned,  scaled  by  a 

triangular window and overlapped-and-added to form the 

output vector sequence. 

3) Shift-by- SA: the visual window is shifted by the size of 

the audio window, SA, such that output audio matrices, 

Â 
i, are non-overlapping and the vectors within each are 

concatenated to form the output sequence. 

 
feedback loop into the standard architecture. A sequence of  T 

input visual vectors, {v1, . . . , vT }, is passed through hidden 
layer weight connections to produce a hidden vector sequence, 

{h1, . . . , hT }, 

ht = σ (Wvhvt + Whhht−1) (8) 

where σ is the ReLU activation function, Wvh are the input 

layer  to  hidden  layer  weights,  and  Whh   are  the  hidden to 

hidden layer weights. Bias terms have been omitted for clarity. 
Each element in the output sequence, {y1, . . . , yT } can    be 

obtained through application of 
 

yt = Why ht (9) 

where Why are hidden layer to output layer weights. When 

configured for regression, each element in the output sequence 

is the output audio vector. For combination with classification, 

output vectors have K-dimensions that correspond to code- 

book class labels. To estimate an audio vector the softmax 

function is applied to each output vector and the codebook 

entry corresponding to the highest class probability is selected. 

In the LSTM architecture the typical neural network units are 

replaced with memory cells. These cells store a value and use 

gates to control whether a new value is input, or if the current 

value should be output or forgotten. The benefit of using these 

specially designed units that store information is that they can 

exploit longer range dependencies present in the data. This 

behaviour is beneficial for speech processing ap- plications as 

it allows for modelling of dynamically changing context 

present in a time-varying signal such as speech [42]. 

Furthermore, typical RNN architectures only use past infor- 

mation to decide upon the current network  output. However, 

it has been found that by also including future information the 

performance can be further improved over uni-directional 

models [43]. Bi-directional recurrent  layers  can  be  formed 

by using two hidden layers where one computes the forward 

hidden sequence 
→−
h , and the other computes the reverse hidden 

sequence 
←
h
−

. Element, yt, of the output sequence can then be 

obtained through application of 

→− ←− 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.   Sliding window methods for converting estimated audio matrices to   
a sequence of audio  vectors. 

 

 

B. Model-level temporal information 

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) using the long short- 

term memory (LSTM) architecture have been successful in 

predicting output sequences from input sequences in a range of 

applications [40], [41]. These are now investigated as a further 

method to include temporal information into audio vector 

estimation. RNNs are an extension of standard neural networks 

and  model  dynamic  processes  by,  in  effect,  introducing   a 

yt  = W→−
h y 

h t + W←
h
−

y 
h t (10) 

To exploit the ability of deep neural network architectures to 

extract higher-level representations of the input data, multiple 

bi-directional LSTM layers can be stacked together. For our 

implementation this means the addition of another hidden 

layer, with processing performed backwards in time, such that 

the processing would begin at element T in the sequence, and 

work backwards to element  one. 

Following a search of hyperparameters using 4-fold cross- 

validation of the training data, a model with three hidden 

layers, each consisting of a forward and backward layer 

comprised of 250 LSTM units, was used. The final layer is 

either linear for the regression configuration or has the soft- 

max function applied for the classification approach. During 

training, regularisation is performed by introducing Gaussian 

noise to the inputs with a standard deviation of σ = 0.6 and   

by clipping gradients with values greater than   one. 
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V. APERIODICITY AND FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY 

This section presents methods for producing excitation 

information. The STRAIGHT speech model requires a time- 

frequency aperiodicity surface and a fundamental frequency 

contour as inputs, in addition to spectral envelope. As dis- 

cussed previously, we are unable to estimate aperiodicity and 

f0 from the visual information. Therefore, methods have been 

developed to create artificial excitation information whilst 

maintaining as high a level of intelligibility as   possible. 

 

A. Aperiodicity 

The aperiodicity surface, A(f, i), represents the energy of 

aperiodic components in the frequency domain [44]. TTS sys- 

tems that use STRAIGHT typically compress the aperiodicity 

surface into frequency bands [45]. Based on preliminary tests, 

five frequency bands are used in this work: 0-0.5 kHz, 0.5-      

1 kHz, 1-2 kHz, 2-3 kHz, and 3-4 kHz. From an input audio 

signal an aperiodicity vector, pi, is  extracted 

 

It was found that the unvoiced and monotonic methods per- 

formed best, as the time-varying method adversely affected the 

intelligibility of the resulting speech [46]. Considering this, 

and the result of further testing, we now use a monotonic f0 

contour as input to STRAIGHT. For male speech this value    

is set to 100Hz and for female speech to 207Hz, these being 

mean f0  values obtained from training   data. 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTS 

The intelligibility of speech reconstructed from visual fea- 

tures is now evaluated. Experiments use the GRID audio- 

visual speech corpus that contains recordings from thirty-four 

speakers [47]. The corpus was chosen as the grammar has     

no context which makes subjective intelligibility testing unbi- 

ased. Each GRID sentence contains 6 words and follows the 

grammar in Table I. Each speaker produced 1000 utterances 

totalling around 50 minutes of speech per speaker. Speaker 

four (female) and speaker three (male) were used to create   

two speaker-dependent systems as they were found to be some 

of the most clear speakers within GRID [47]. Testing uses   

200 sentences taken randomly from each speaker with training 
pi = 

.
p(0−0.5)     (0.5−1)     (1−2)     (2−3)   (3−4)

.
 

i , pi , pi , pi , pi 

where p(f1 −f2 ) 

(11) using the remaining 800  sentences. 

i is the aperiodic energy within the frequency 
band f1  to f2. Given a training set of aperiodicity    vectors, 

these are combined with the respective audio filterbank vec- 

tors,  ai,  and  the  mini-batch  k-means  algorithm  applied  to 

create  a  joint  filterbank-aperiodicity  codebook,  CA−P .  For 

aperiodicity  estimation,  given  an  estimated  audio  vector,  âi, 

the audio vector component of the codebook entries, cA, are 

searched and the aperiodicity component, cP , of the closest 

matching entry, j∗, is output as p̂i, i.e. 

2 
j∗ j 

TABLE I 
GRID SENTENCE GRAMMAR. 

 

Command Colour Preposition Letter Digit Adverb 

bin blue at A-Z 1-9 again 

lay green by minus W zero now 

place red in   please 

set white with   soon 

 

The first  tests  use  mean  squared  error  (MSE)  analysis  

to  examine  the  effectiveness  of  estimating  audio filterbank 
p̂i  = cP

 where    j∗ = argmin 
 

cA − ̂ai

 
 

j 
. (12) 

vectors and consider the inclusion of temporal information. 

For input into STRAIGHT, cubic interpolation is applied to the 

five channels of p̂i to produce the aperiodicity surface, A(f, i), 

using the  procedure  used  in  (1)  for  converting  filterbank  

to spectral envelope. Aperiodicity estimation was analysed 

using codebook sizes from  1  to  512.  Measuring  the  MSE 

of the resulting aperiodicity estimates found that a codebook 

comprising just 8 clusters gave lowest error. Codebooks with 

larger numbers of clusters were found to produce erratic 

aperiodicity surfaces that had higher MSE which adversely 

affected the intelligibility of the reconstructed  speech. 

 

B. Fundamental frequency 

In our previous work we evaluated three methods for pro- 

ducing the artificial fundamental frequency contour parameter 

required by STRAIGHT [17]: 

1) Unvoiced excitation: where all frames were assumed 

unvoiced. 

2) Monotonic excitation: where the  f0  contour was set to 

a constant frequency. 

3) Time-varying excitation: where the f0 contour oscillated 

slowly about a mean frequency in an attempt to mimic 

the natural pitch fluctuations of spoken  speech. 

Objective tests are then presented to predict the intelligibility 

and quality of speech reconstructed from estimated audio 

filterbank vectors in combination with the aperiodicty and 

fundamental frequency methods of Section V. Subjective 

evaluations are then performed using human listening   tests. 

 
A. Analysis of filterbank estimation using mean squared error 

MSE analysis is used to first compare the three sliding 

window methods for producing an audio vector sequence and 

then to investigate inclusion of temporal information through 

feature-level and model-level methods. 

1) Sliding window methods: Using the feature-level method 

of including temporal information, MSE tests are performed  

to compare the three sliding window methods proposed in 

Section IV-A and to examine  the  effect  of  the  size,  K, of 

the VQ codebook. The tests use audio information only and 

compute the MSE between the original un-quantised audio 

filterbank vectors and the resulting VQ output sequence of 

audio vectors. Figure 2 shows MSE for the three methods      

as K is increased from 16 to 4096 using an audio window 

width of SA = 31. The results show consistently that overlap- 

and-add gives lower MSE. Other window width combinations 

were also investigated (but not shown) and had an identical 
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trend. Overlap-and-add does involve more computation than 

Shift-by-SA but the smoothing  it  introduces  is  beneficial  

and generates less erratic trajectories between neighbouring 

frames. Therefore, the overlap-and-add method is adopted for 

all subsequent tests. 

Increasing the codebook  size  reduces  MSE  quickly  up  

to K = 512 which then decreases more slowly thereafter. 

Informal  listening  tests  confirmed  this  trend  and  indicated 

that  given  a  sufficiently  large  codebook  size  (K   ≥   512) 
the resulting quantisation error was sufficiently small so    that 

the intelligibility of reconstructed audio was indistinguishable 

from the original  audio. 
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Fig. 3.  Mean squared error of audio vectors estimated using a) regression   
and b) classification, with feature-level temporal information for varying audio 
and visual window sizes, using  overlap-and-add. 

 

 

windows of speech is supported by psychoacoustic studies    

of the peripheral human auditory system where it has been 

suggested that time spans of several hundred milliseconds of 

speech are integrated, as opposed to the short duration frames 

most commonly used in speech processing [48]. Additionally, 

ASR systems have shown benefits from incorporating temporal 

windows up to 1000 ms in length   [49]. 

0.0 
16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 

Number of clusters 
 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of mean squared errors for the three sliding window 
techniques and for varying codebook  sizes. 

 

2) Feature-level temporal inclusion: Using the feature-level 

method of including temporal information, MSE analysis is 

performed to investigate how the sequence of audio filterbank 

vectors, estimated from visual feature matrices, changes as the 

amount of temporal information is varied through SA and SV . 

For each combination, a DNN is trained using codebook  sizes 
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of K = {512, 1024, 2048, 4096} with results reported for the 
model that minimises error. Figures 3a and 3b show MSE for 
audio and visual window sizes of SA, SV  = {3, 7, . . . , 31, 35} 

using the regression and classification approaches. For the 

classification method, MSE decreases rapidly as SA and SV 

are first increased and then stabilises at longer duration widths. 

Lowest MSE of 0.318 is attained with SA, SV = 31. For 

regression, MSE is more affected by increasing SV while the 

audio window width has less effect. Lowest MSE of 0.325 is 

attained with SV = 35 and SA = 23, although several values  

of SA  produce similar MSEs. 

3) Model-level temporal inclusion: MSE analysis is now 

applied to the model-level approach of including temporal 

information to investigate the effect of the sequence length,    

T , of input static visual vectors. Sequence lengths of T  = 

{1, 3, 7, . . . , 31, 35} are examined for the regression and clas- 
sification  approaches  and  results  shown  in  Figure  4.  MSE 

reduces as sequence  lengths  increase  and stabilises beyond 

T = 11. Both methods attain lowest MSEs at sequence lengths 

of 35 vectors, beyond which no reduction  was  observed,  

with regression having a lower MSE of 0.339 compared to 

0.381 with classification. These are higher than reported using 

the feature-level method of including temporal information, 

although both approaches favour long duration widths in the 

region  310 ms  to  350 ms.  Incorporating  such  long  duration 

Fig. 4. Mean squared error of audio vectors estimated using regression and 
classification, with model-level temporal information for varying sequence 
lengths. 

 

 

B. Objective testing 

Objective measurements are now made of speech recon- 

structed using the regression and classification static estimates 

combined with the feature-level and model-level temporal 

approaches using ESTOI and PESQ [50], [51]. ESTOI is used 

to estimate the intelligibility of the reconstructed speech, while 

PESQ indicates the quality of the speech. Even though we 

state earlier that quality is not of primary concern, PESQ 

measurements provide a useful performance  metric. 

1) Objective intelligibility results – ESTOI: Tables II and  

III show ESTOI for female and male speakers, respectively, 

using the regression and classification approaches combined 

with feature-level temporal information for audio and     visual 

window sizes of SA, SV  = {23, 27, 31, 35}. ESTOI for regres- 
sion and classification combined with model-level     temporal 

information is shown in Table IV for female and male speakers 
using sequence lengths of T  = {23, 27, 31, 35}. 

Comparing regression and classification methods across 

feature-level and model-level methods of including temporal 

information,  and  across  male  and  female  speakers,   shows 
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ESTOI to be consistently higher using the classification ap- 

proach. With feature-level temporal information, ESTOI is 

slightly higher with wider visual window sizes and smaller 

audio window size, and for the classification method peaks at 

SA  = 23 and SV  = 35 for both female  and male speakers.  

For regression, ESTOI peaks at SA = 27 and SV = 35. These 

equate to a broader visual context being used to estimate a nar- 

rower audio context. Using feature-level temporal information 

gives higher ESTOI compared to using model-level tempo-  

ral information across male and female speakers and across 

regression and classification methods. For the classification 

method, with model-level temporal information, larger window 

widths improve ESTOI while for regression the performance 

is more variable. With no temporal information included, the 

regression and classification static features attain ESTOIs    of 

0.263 and 0.169 respectively for the male speaker and 0.201 

and 0.200 for the female speaker, which are substantially lower 

than when temporal information is  included. 

 
TABLE II 

ESTOI FOR FEMALE SPEAKER USING REGRESSION AND CLASSIFICATION 

APPROACHES  WITH  FEATURE-LEVEL  TEMPORAL ENCODING. 

 

shown in Table VII. The PESQ results follow a similar trend to 

the ESTOI analysis. With feature-level temporal information, 

highest PESQ scores for both regression and classification are 

with visual windows, SV , of 35 or 31 frames and associated 

audio window widths of between 4 and 12 frames smaller. 

PESQ for model-level temporal information again peaks at 

higher numbers of frames across male and females speakers 

and is lower than using feature-level temporal   information. 

The MSE analysis in Section VI-A and the ESTOI and 

PESQ analysis have shown the importance of including tem- 

poral information in the visual to audio estimation process. 

Highest performance comes with temporal widths of around 

310ms to 350ms although differences in performance tend to 

decrease as window widths become wider. Bold text in the 

results tables shows best performance and those found using 

ESTOI form the settings for the subjective   tests. 

 
TABLE V 

PESQ FOR FEMALE SPEAKER USING REGRESSION AND CLASSIFICATION 

APPROACHES  WITH  FEATURE-LEVEL  TEMPORAL ENCODING. 

 

 Regression Classification 
❍❍❍

 SV 

SA ❍ 
23 27 31 35 23 27 31 35 

23 — — 0.380 0.382 — — 0.434 0.434 

27 — — 0.367 0.384 — — 0.418 0.420 

31 0.367 0.373 0.378 0.372 0.416 0.417 0.432 0.432 

35 0.367 0.369 0.377 0.378 0.425 0.428 0.432 0.428 

 
 

TABLE III 

ESTOI FOR MALE SPEAKER USING REGRESSION AND CLASSIFICATION 

APPROACHES  WITH  FEATURE-LEVEL  TEMPORAL ENCODING. 

TABLE VI 

PESQ FOR MALE SPEAKER USING REGRESSION AND CLASSIFICATION 

APPROACHES  WITH  FEATURE-LEVEL  TEMPORAL ENCODING. 

 

 Regression Classification 
❍❍ SV 

SA   ❍❍ 
23 27 31 35 23 27 31 35 

23 — — 0.397 0.401 — — 0.435 0.437 

27 — — 0.402 0.403 — — 0.423 0.424 

31 0.373 0.387 0.387 0.396 0.418 0.424 0.422 0.422 

35 0.388 0.384 0.392 0.390 0.431 0.431 0.431 0.431 

 
 

TABLE IV 
ESTOI USING REGRESSION AND  CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES  WITH 

MODEL-LEVEL TEMPORAL ENCODING FOR  FEMALE AND  MALE  SPEAKERS. 

TABLE VII 
PESQ USING REGRESSION AND  CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES  WITH 

MODEL-LEVEL TEMPORAL ENCODING FOR  FEMALE  AND  MALE SPEAKERS 

 

 Female Male 

T Regression Classification Regression Classification 

23 0.339 0.373 0.371 0.407 

27 0.337 0.379 0.377 0.414 

31 0.334 0.379 0.393 0.415 

35 0.350 0.386 0.381 0.419 
 

2) Objective quality results – PESQ: PESQ analysis fol- 

lows the same structure  as  the  ESTOI  analysis  and  uses  

the same set of configuration parameters. Tables V and VI 

show PESQ for the female and male speakers using feature- 

level temporal information combined with regression and 

classification methods. PESQ for model-based estimation     is 

C. Subjective testing 

The objective tests have identified suitable configurations for 

the visual to audio reconstruction systems that are now anal- 

ysed subjectively through human listening tests. The regression 

and classification static estimation approaches are combined 

with the feature-level and model-level methods of     including 

 Regression Classification 
❍❍ SV 

SA   ❍❍ 
23 27 31 35 23 27 31 35 

23 — — 1.606 1.620 — — 1.678 1.678 

27 — — 1.599 1.595 — — 1.670 1.677 

31 1.582 1.592 1.595 1.607 1.659 1.663 1.679 1.686 

35 1.576 1.583 1.590 1.605 1.670 1.680 1.678 1.682 

 

 Regression Classification 
❍❍ SV 

SA   ❍❍ 
23 27 31 35 23 27 31 35 

23 — — 1.949 1.958 — — 2.052 2.055 

27 — — 1.959 1.952 — — 2.031 2.025 

31 1.902 1.921 1.930 1.932 2.017 2.022 2.023 2.025 

35 1.915 1.909 1.931 1.924 2.027 2.030 2.038 2.038 

 

 Female Male 

T Regression Classification Regression Classification 

23 1.555 1.549 1.900 1.759 

27 1.573 1.552 1.909 1.823 

31 1.574 1.554 1.963 1.822 

35 1.582 1.573 1.939 1.830 

 



 

 
 

temporal information to give four systems namely: REG F, 

CLA F, REG M and CLA M. Furthermore, to investigate the 

usefulness of the original video these four methods are also 

tested when subjects are able to watch the video as well as 

hearing the audio. These represent audio-visual tests. A further 

test measures intelligibility when subjects are presented with 

just the video which is a lip-reading task, VID. Finally, as       

a baseline to our earlier work the regression only approach, 

REG, is also included [17]. This gives ten different systems 

which are summarised in the first four columns of Table VIII. 

Thirty-two subjects took part in the listening tests and each 

was presented with three sentences from each of the ten 

configurations, played in a random order. Subjects recorded 

the words they heard/saw through a web   interface. 

1) Listening test results: Table VIII shows the intelligibility 

(word accuracy) scores averaged  across all subjects for the  

ten test configurations. These show that the proposed regres- 

sion and classification approaches with temporal   information 

(REG  {F,M} and CLA  {F,M}) produce substantially higher 
intelligibility  speech  than  the  baseline  regression     method 

(REG). As found with the MSE analysis and objective tests, 

the subjective tests show the classification approach to pro- 

duce more intelligible speech than the regression approach. 

Similarly, including temporal information using the feature- 

level method produces higher intelligibility speech than the 

model-level method. Highest overall intelligibility is achieved 

with the classification approach combined with feature-level 

temporal information (CLA F) which attains a word accuracy 

of 84.5%. Including the video signal in the tests improved 

intelligibility for the regression-based methods but not for 

classification approaches. However, intelligibility of the clas- 

sification approaches is higher than for regression methods  

and it may be that the addition of video is unable to provide 

any further information. Intelligibility of the video (i.e. lip- 

reading (VID)) was substantially lower at 52.3%, although 

better than regression (REG). That said, all methods attained 

intelligibilities higher than chance, which is 19% for   GRID. 

Considering the alternative method of generating an audio 

signal by employing VSR followed by TTS (as discussed in 

Section I), visual-only word accuracies on GRID are between 

80% and 97% [13], [14]. Assuming the subsequent TTS is 

fully intelligible then the lower end of this range is comparable 

to the proposed CLA F approach although the higher end is 

greater. It should be noted that these VSR systems are speaker- 

independent and moving to speaker-dependent VSR, to be 

equivalent to the CLA F method, would likely increase their 

accuracy. However, for real-time conversational speech, the 

delay using VSR/TTS will be at least the duration of each 

word, which Figure 5 shows to be longer than the 150ms 

recommended for conversational speech [5]. Conversely, in the 

proposed method, the latency is approximately half the visual 

window width, SV , which is close to 150ms. In fact, latency 

can be reduced further by using non-symmetric windows that 

have fewer visual vectors ahead of the current time frame    

and more behind. Informal listening tests suggest that audio 

produced in this manner is different for an SV = 35 frame 

window which had 8 visual vectors ahead of the current time 

point and 26 behind to give a latency of   90ms. 

 
TABLE VIII 

WORD ACCURACIES (AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS) FROM SUBJECTIVE 

LISTENING TESTS SHOWING THE  INTELLIGIBILITY OF   EACH 

CONFIGURATION. 
 

Static Temporal Video Name Accuracy, % 

Regression None None REG 33.0 (11.7) 

Regression Feature None REG F 77.3 (10.5) 

Regression Model None REG M 72.2 (11.0) 

Classification Feature None CLA F 84.5 (7.4) 

Classification Model None CLA M 79.2 (7.5) 

Regression Feature Video REG  F V 79.0 (11.8) 

Regression Model Video REG  M V 77.1 (11.7) 

Classification Feature Video CLA  F V 83.0 (6.5) 

Classification Model Video CLA  M V 79.2 (6.8) 

NA NA Video VID 52.3 (16.2) 

 

 

TABLE IX 

PER-WORD ACCURACY SCORES FOR EACH OF THE SIX DIFFERENT SYSTEM 

CONFIGURATIONS. 
 

 REG REG F REG M CLA F CLA M VID 

Command 28.1 89.6 91.7 97.9 94.8 57.3 

Colour 58.3 94.8 95.8 100.0 100.0 75.0 

Preposition 37.5 59.4 62.5 83.3 76.0 43.8 

Letter 10.4 40.6 22.9 31.3 18.8 17.7 

Digit 25.0 85.4 75.0 94.8 89.6 41.7 

Adverb 38.5 93.8 85.4 100.0 95.8 78.1 

 
2) Analysis of confusions: The GRID grammar in Table I 

shows  that  there  are  greater  numbers  of  choices  for letters 

(25) and digits (10) compared to the other categories which 

have four choices each (command, colour, preposition and 

adverb). To investigate this further, Table IX shows the word 

accuracy for each grammar category for the five audio-only 

configurations tested and for video-only. This reveals sig- 

nificant variation in word accuracy between the categories. 

Considering CLA F,  as this performed best, word accuracy  

for command, colour and adverb categories approaches 100%, 

while for prepositions it is lower at 83% and for letters the 

accuracy is much lower at 31%. Clearly the number of choices 

within each category has an effect on word accuracy but we 

also speculate that word duration is a significant   factor. 

This is explored in Figure 5 which shows a scatter plot      

of the mean duration of each word in the GRID grammar 

(averaged over all occurrences of that word)  against  the  

mean word accuracy for that word in the subjective listening 

tests. Considering first the word accuracy of the preposition 

category, which is lower than that of the command, colour and 

adverb categories, these words have durations less than 200ms 

which is considerably shorter than the command, colour and 

adverb words which are, in general, longer. Letters, which have 

lowest accuracy, are all short with duration around 200ms. In 

fact, words with a duration over 300ms are all recognised with 

greater than 60% accuracy. 

3) Spectrogram analysis: To illustrate the audio infor- 

mation extracted from the visual speech features, Figure 6 

shows wideband spectrograms of the sentence ‘Lay white with 

F  3  now’  taken  from  the  female  speaker,  for  the  original 
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot of average word duration and word accuracy, broken down 
into GRID grammar categories. 

 

signal and for those reconstructed using static regression 

(REG), and classification with feature-level (CLA F) and 

model-level (CLA M) temporal information. Confirming the 

objective and subjective test results, the feature-level and 

model-level spectrograms appear similar and show a signif- 

icantly better representation of the formant structure of the 

original speech than static regression. One clear artefact of   

the reconstructed speech is widening of formant bandwidths 

which is a phenomena that also occurs in statistical para- 

metric speech synthesis due to the averaging of frames with 

slightly different spectral structure [21]. Such averaging occurs 

when creating the VQ codebook and further examination of 

reconstructed speech shows the bandwidth of the first formant 

to exhibit relatively low broadening  which  then  increases  

for higher frequency formants. Examples of speech recon- 

structed from visual features using the methods in this work 

are available at https://www.uea.ac.uk/computing/speech- 

language-and-audio-processing/v2a-results. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This work has shown that intelligible audio speech can be 

generated solely from visual speech information. Specifically, 

a classification approach combined with feature-level temporal 

information using a deep neural network attained intelligibility 

of 85%. This outperformed a baseline regression method 

which had an intelligibility of 33%. Including temporal in- 

formation was found to be important in producing intelligible 

speech with best performance attained with visual window 

widths of around 300ms in duration. This introduces a latency 

of around 150ms which is within the limit suggested to support 

real-time conversational speech. The alternative approach of 

combining visual speech recognition with TTS could attain 

intelligibility up to 97%, although the delay introduced by    

the decoding would be substantially longer, and dependent on 

word lengths, which is less practical for conversational speech. 
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